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This project was undertaken by the request of Terrance Loso, who works at the power plant at the College of Saint Benedict. He requested that a map of all the water shut off locations on campus be made so that they were easier to find in the case that the water in a certain area needed to be shut off. He also requested that each water shut off location be labeled so it could be determined which water shut off location controls which part of the water main. Furthermore, Mr. Loso requested that the connection to the city water main be added, as the College of Saint Benedict occasionally needs extra water from the city. To make this map, I took the GPS coordinates of all the water shut off locations that Mr. Loso gave me and converted them from degrees minutes seconds format to decimal degree format. Then, I overlaid these points over a satellite image of the College of Saint Benedict. Next, I labeled the major buildings on campus to provide a reference for the location of the water shut offs. Lastly, I labeled each water shut off location according to what area or building they correspond to, as can be seen by the legend to the right of the map.